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Abstract
High School learning disabled students were taught prefix
and suffix meanings from an adaption of Donald Dansereauls
MURDER strategy in cooperative learning groups.

Two groups

participated in a two week long study, with only one group
using the MURDER strategy.

The results were measured with

posttest scores in a Pearson product moment correlation
matrix and indicated that there was no correlation between
using the MURDER strategy and being taught with standardized
worksheets.

However, students who were engaged in the

MURDER technique, scored higher on their posttests than
those who did not.

In addition, the students scored higher

between pretests and posttests after learning the strategy.
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Implementing Dansereaufs Murder Technique
to Teach Learning Disabled Students
Prefixes and Suffixes
Upon entering high school, students will be required to
study more than ever before to utilize skills.

They will

spend more time preparing for completing complex tests,
research papers, and vast projects.

Consequently, students

should have been taught certain study skills in order to
complete such intricate assignments.
One major concern among special education teachers is
teaching special education students to comprehend newly
learned material and add it to their framework of knowledge.
Many instructors still encourage rote memorization by
specifying exactly what must be learned, rewarding verbatim
answers on tests, and putting little emphasis on the
development of relationships between current learning and
what has already been learned (Dansereau, 1987).
Donald F. Dansereau is a cognitive theorist whose
primary interest includes teaching cooperative learning
techniques in academic and technical settings.
Dansereau's strategies stem from cognitive theorists
such as Jean Piaget (1977) and Lev Vygotsky (1978) who are
concerned with how humans store and process what they learn
and, how they interact with others (Jacobs, 1990).
One of Dansereau's learning strategies, known as
MURDER, developed in 1979, was designed primarily as a study
method to aid college students in comprehending material
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rather than strictly memorizing material that may seem
insignificant to them.
MURDER is a technique developed for use in cooperative
teaching where students are encouraged to read different
material and take turns teaching the material to one
another, or in cooperative learning groups where students
read the same material and discuss what they have learned.
Dansereau encourages both types of cooperative groups
because cooperative learning teaching leads to better
initial learning. Additionally, cooperative learning leads
to a better transfer to individual studying.

Dansereau also

feels that both cooperative methods promote cognitive
activities such as oral summarization, metacognition
(knowing how to learn), and elaboration, which are all
important to academic learning (Dansereau, 1987).
It is my goal to determine if Dansereau's MURDER
strategy can be modified and utilized in a tenth grade
Exceptional Student Education English class in Martin
County, Florida.

The technique will be designed for a

prefix/suffix lesson that will be taught over a period of
five days.

One class will be taught from the MURDER

strategy and the other class will be given standard
worksheets.

My hypothesis is that the students who are

taught from the MURDER strategy will score higher on the
final test than the students who are given worksheets.
Furthermore, this project will demonstrate that cooperative
learning is also beneficial to the learning environment
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rather than individualized instruction.

The principles of

the MURDER technique are displayed in Table 1.
The first concept of MURDER, setting the mood to study
and learn, can be achieved by a variety of ways one of which
would begin with a motivational or "attention-getting"
activity (Salend, 1994).

The mood concept, according to

O'Neil, Anderson, and Freeman, (1979), was derived from the
work of Meichenbaum and Goodman (1971) on positive self-talk
and Ellis (1973) on Rational Behavior Therapy.
The second component, read for understanding, in which
the student identifies the relevant section(s) of the
reading material they comprehend with no pressure of
memorizing details, stems from the metacognitive approach
(O1Neal et al., 1979).

In this component, the student

should also identify details that they do not understand
from the reading.
The third component is recalling important facts.

In

this concept, the student gives a summary of the material
read by using specific strategies such as paraphrasing,
identifying key ideas, and note taking.

Recall is the most

vital step because it fosters the transformation and the
reorganization of the information presented into a more
personalized and useful form (Dansereau, 1987).
The fourth component, digesting newly learned
information, allows the student to further expand his or her
knowledge by determining what is important and what needs
further examination for greater understanding.
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Table 1
The Principles of DansereautsMurder Strateqv

1.

Setting the good to study and learn.

2.

Read for Understanding.

3.

Recall relevant information without referring to
material read.

4.

Digest information by using other resources to clear up
misunderstood information.

5.

Expand knowledge by understanding how material can be
applied.

6.

Beview material and focus on information not learned
well.

Note.

From "Technical Learning Strategies," by D.F.

Dansereau, 1987, Enqineerins Education, 77, p. 281.
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The fifth component, expanding on the new knowledge,
actually allows the student to use outside resources, such
as other books, pictures, films, etc., to further understand
the material.
The last component, reviewing the new information,
tests the student on the material and determines if his or
her study techniques are successful, should be used again,
or should a different approach be applied.
According to Lefrancois (1991), although this model is
somewhat complex, studies of this program at the college
level have been successful in increased cognitive
functioning.

This may benefit students who lack certain

study skills, such as managing their schedules, prioritizing
social and academic demands, and the inability to select
important material from their studies (Areson

&

DeCaro,

1984).
Other advantages of performing the MURDER strategy
allow the student to focus on main ideas and process
information more efficiently rather than remembering every
detail (Jacobs, 1990).
However, Dansereau (1987) has noted failure in using
this technique when one or more of the participants is
excessively passive or when the activity is too detailed and
explicit and suggests cooperative learning among the
students who can be flexible in order to alter their roles
to their own strengths.
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Although the MURDER technique was utilized mainly with
college-level students, this method can be applied to
children of all ages from pre-school to high school.

In

order to gear this method to lower grades, minor adaptions
must be conducted to make it relevant to the younger child's
learning process.
For example, a fourth grade science class is reading
about the rain forest.

Although this concept may be complex

and new to the children, they can understand the material
when applying the MURDER method as follows:

1.

Set the mood by creating a bulletin board full of

colorful pictures of what the rain forest looks like.
2.

Have the children read the story for understanding and

then write down all information they think is important
about rain forests. Then, at the same time, have them write
down words and concepts that they don't understand.

For

instance, assume some children have difficulty understanding
the levels of the forest, i.e. canopy, understory, and
ground.

These three levels may be written down so children

will later determine their meaning.
3.

Next, place the children in cooperative learning groups

and have them each recall relevant information without
looking back at the reading material.

Assign one student in

each group as the recorder to write down all important
information that the group agrees on.
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4.

Afterwards, the students should be able to digest

misconceived material by introducing supplemental
information, such as visual displays on the bulletin board,
books, films, etc., or take the class to the library so the
students can browse through information in order to find
answers to the misunderstood material.
groups in order to help one another.

Students can work in
In this case, some

children will find more information on the levels of the
rain forest.
5.

Next, allow children to expand on new information by

having each group prepare a project in order to apply and
ask questions about the newly learned information as they
begin to go beyond reading material.
6.

Finally, review the material by playing a game, giving

each group a worksheet or test, or use an alternative method
of assessment to determine the student's level of
understanding.

Remember to focus on information that

students found hard to understand.
Murder can be applied to any subject:

science,

mathematics, social studies, foreign language, etc.

It is a

method that can be used in groups (as in the example above),
or individually.

It can also be modified to fit simulation

games, theme units, or just about any activity.

This method

is also appropriate for special education classrooms or for
children who have great difficulty remembering reading
material on which they will be tested.
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As an educator, I think it is also important to
remember that when using a teaching strategy, such as
MURDER, teachers should create an environment that aids in
the understanding of material by conducting a hands-on
experience for students.

In other words, make learning

enjoyable by generating activities that will promote
comprehension rather than the same day-to-day direct
instruction that many students find boring.
At first, Dansereau's MURDER strategy appeared somewhat
complex, but when modifying it to be utilized for grade
school, the strategy seemed simple and effective.

I believe

that this strategy can be useful in aiding children to
understand reading material and thus, process the
information for higher learning.
As Dansereau stated:

"Understanding and applying

information is far more important than just remembering it
in many job situations." (1987, p. 280).

It is essential

that educators prepare students to learn comprehension so
that they can be independent, critical thinkers.

If this is

a common goal for every teacher in the classroom, at every
grade level, children would develop skills that would better
prepare them for college and/or a successful career.
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HISTORY OF COOPERATIVE LEARNING
Since the enactment of PL 94-142, special education
students must receive their individualized education in the
least restrictive environment.

Therefore, many mildly

handicapped students are being mainstreamed into regular
classrooms with non-handicapped children or in classrooms
with students of varying exceptionalities.

One major

challenge educators face is meeting the diverse needs of all
students in the classroom while, at the same time, engaging
in high quality meaningful activities.

How can teachers

educate children of diverse abilities so that the higher
ability students are not constantly waiting for their less
capable peers and the lower ability students are able to
complete the assignments?
One teaching method educators are encouraged to employ
is the utilization of cooperative learning groups within the
classroom.

Cooperation is working together to accomplish

shared goals, and cooperative learning is the instructional
use of small groups so that students work together to
maximize learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1989).

Two of the

earliest pioneers of cooperative learning were Johnson and
Johnson.

The brothers both joined the faculty at the

University of Minnesota in 1969 and combined their expertise
on social psychology, cooperative learning, and classroom
instruction and have reviewed and modified existing models
of cooperative learning techniques so educators can employ
them in the classroom.
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How effective are cooperative learning groups,
especially with regard to special education students, and
what steps are employed to attain successful groups that
encourage academic learning and social skills training?
Ysseldyke, Thurlow, Christenson & McVicar (1988)
examined educable mentally handicapped children in both
mainstreamed and self-contained settings and found that
these students received the most instructional time in
entire group settings as compared to other students.
Putnam, Rynders, Johnson

&

Johnson (1989) studied 16

students whose IQ1s ranged from 35 to 52 and tested the
effects of collaborative skill instruction training in
cooperative learning groups.

The instructor identified a

skill to be practiced, checked the students understanding,
and had students perform the skills during an academic
cooperative learning activity.

Examples of skills taught

were sharing materials and ideas, encouraging everyone to
participate, saying at least one nice thing to another, and
checking to see if everyone understood and agreed with the
answers.

The results revealed that students receiving

collaborative skill instruction interacted more positively
with one another than those who did not receive the
training.

Therefore, it is surmised that teaching

cooperative learning instruction to handicapped children
will promote greater social and academic interaction.
Cooperative learning is seen as an effective strategy
for improving academic achievement (OfConnor & Jenkins,
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1993; Schwenn

&

Goor, 1992; and Slavin, 1983), puts the

responsibility on the learner (~ugustine,Gruber,

&

Hanson,

1990), helps the student prepare for today's society,
advances English language skills (Mergendoller

&

Packer,

1989), and provides a more supportive learning environment
for struggling students (OIConnor & Jenkins, 1993).
Schniedewind

&

Salend (1987) and OIConnor & Jenkins

(1993) feel cooperative learning is worthwhile for
heterogeneous student populations because it encourages
liking and learning among students of various abilities,
handicapping conditions, and racial and ethnic backgrounds.
Johnson & Johnson (1989) state that social skills
training for both special education students and their nonhandicapped peers will promote positive groups and
cooperative learning takes leadership, decision making,
communication, trust-building, and conflict resolution
skills.

However, many researchers, such as Schniedewind

&

Salend (1987) and Tateyma-Sniezek (1990), state that
research on cooperative learning grouping with special
education students has been limited and more research is
needed to decide if cooperative learning is worthwhile.
Schniedewind

&

Salend (1987) presented special

educators with practical guidelines for designing and
implementing cooperative learning strategies in the
mainstream, resource, and self-contained classrooms.
Schniedewind

&

Salend suggest that the educator select

a format for cooperative learning. The following is a list
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of cooperative learning strategies that may be utilized in
the classroom:

PEER TUTORING:
Peer tutoring involves one student teaching a new skill
to one or several classmates.

Schwenn

&

Goor (1992) suggest

using a strategy card as illustrated in Table 2.
Schwenn

&

Goor (1992), reported that students using the

peer coaching method, in cooperative learning groups, showed
improved participation and were more likely to understand
the activity.

Schniedewind

&

Salend (1987) suggest that

students should alternate so all students get a chance to
participate in peer coaching. The authors pose that
students who are not capable of teaching an academic skill
may teach a non-academic skill such as a favorite hobby or
interest.

GROUP PROJECT FORMAT/LEARNING TOGETHER:(Developed by Johnson
&

Johnson)
Students combine their knowledge into one project or

assignment.

They may be rewarded with praise, grades, or

tokens for group performance (Mergendoller

JIGSAW:

&

Packer, 1989).

(Developed by Aronson)

Each group member is assigned a task that must be
completed in order for the group to reach its goal.
Students will learn from one another (Mergendoller & Packer,
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Table 2
Sample Strateqy Card for Peer Tutorinq

When I am in a group activity, I can coach others.
1.

Before beginning, I ask myself:
Do I understand the directions and goal of the group
activity?

2.

If I do not understand the directions or goal of the
activity, I ask the other group members.

If they do not

know, I ask the teacher.
3.

I state the directions and the goal for the group.

4.

I ask, "Does everyone understand the goal of the
activity?"

5.

During the activity, I ask myself, "Are the group
members paying attention?"

If not, I signal them to

attend.
6.

I encourage others to participate in the discussion or
group work by asking for their input or opinion.

7.

At the end of the activity, I restate the group goal and
ask, "Did our group achieve the goal?"

8.

Then I ask the group members, "What did you learn?"

Note.

From "Three Strategies that Enhance Participation in
Cooperative Learning Activities for Students with
Learning Disabilities,I1 by J. Schwenn & M. Goor,
1992, Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
Council of Exceptional Children, Baltimore, MD,
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1989).
Schniedewind

&

Salend (1987) state that instructors who

utilize the jigsaw method can modify each individual's
assignment so each group member can succeed, especially the
handicapped student.

Team-Games-Tournament:

(Developed by Robert Slavin)

Students help each other to learn the material, but
instead of individualized tests, they compete against
similar-ability students from other teams in ~tournamentsu
to earn points for their team (Mergendoller

G r o w Investiqation:

(Created by Sharan

&

&

Packer, 1989).

Sharan)

Each group is assigned a different project that will be
presented in other groups (Mergendoller

&

Packer, 1989).

Teachers may choose one or utilize a variety of the
formats in the classroom, but it should depend on the
students' unique needs and characteristics and the teacher's
experience in cooperative learning groups (Schniedewind

&

Salend, 1987).
Guidelines for working cooperatively must be
established for the classroom and posted.

O'Connor

&

Jenkins (1993) observed twelve 3rd through 6th grade special
education students in cooperative learning groups and found
that in many instances teachers and teaching assistants
would "join a group" and answer for the student; thus the
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They

suggest that teachers should avoid the temptation of
answering students1 questions when peers could help and
offer guidelines for teachers to employ effective classroom
groups.

Teachers should write and state the directions and

the goals.

Then they should explain to the groups, "You

will know when you are finished with the activity when
you . . . I 1 .

Teachers should encourage peers to redirect the

questions to others in their group.

At the end of the

activity, students are encouraged to evaluate themselves and
other group members.

Finally, the groups should be given

the opportunity to share their results.
Johnson

&

Johnson (1989) state that students need to

feel that their work benefits the group and all group
members need to encourage support and assist one another for
successful cooperative learning to take place.
Teachers should form heterogeneous cooperative learning
groups by creating a sociogram for each class.

A sociogram

is a technique for observing how others work together and
assess student's preferences for social relationships by
asking students with whom they would prefer to work
(Cartwright

Cartwright, 1974, in Salend, 1994).

h

When

conducting sociograms, educators should always try to pair
the lower academically, less popular students with whom they
want to work and those who want to work with them.
Schniedewind

&

Salend (1987) suggest teachers start with
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groups of three and increase the size to no more than five,
so students become used to cooperative learning.
Johnson

&

Johnson (1987) explain that when placing

special education students in cooperative learning groups
with non-handicapped peers, several problems may arise
including; the handicapped students feeling fearful and
anxious, the non-handicapped students concern about their
grades being affected, and the special education students
passive uninvolvement.

The researchers recommend that

special education students should be given a structured role
so they understand their responsibilities and be trained in
certain academic and social skills necessary to work with
one another.

The non-handicapped peer should also be

trained to help, tutor, teach, and share skills with the
special education student.

The teacher should also make

reasonable academic requirements for handicapped children
and give bonus points for working appropriately, together.
For passive students, they suggest using the jigsaw method
so all students have a specific job to complete.
Mergendoller

&

Packer (1989) propose that any group learning

technique overcomes the obstacles of interaction and
friendship between academically handicapped and normal
functioning students.
Teachers need to arrange the classroom by arranging the
tables or desks in clusters and provide each group with an
area where they can store in-process projects and other
necessary materials.
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Educators should develop cooperative skills since
cooperative learning may be new to many handicapped
students.

So students can reflect on their experience,

teachers are encouraged to ask students several questions
after each project/assignment such as; What did group
members do to help the group reach its goal?

What didntt

group members do that prevented the group from reaching its
goal?

What will the group do next time to work more

effectively?
Teachers should also provide opportunities for students
to practice specific skills.

Schwenn

&

Goor (1992)

developed a strategy for teaching specific learning
strategies in cooperative learning groups.

In this self-

monitoring approach, students learn to monitor their own
participation in group activities with the assistance of
instructions on a preprinted 3 x 5 index card (see Table 3).
In addition, since handicapped peers will be the victim
of much teaching and ridicule, teachers should instruct the
class on how to appropriately respond to such "put-downsn.
Teachers may also want to assign each member of a group
a specific role such a coordinator, recorder checker, and

praise-giver.
Finally, teachers must decide how they want to evaluate
the cooperative learning groups.

Schniedewind & Salend

(1987) indicate that in order to promote peer support and
group accountability, students should be evaluated as a
group, and how each student's individual learning will
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Table 3
Example of Self-Monitorins Approach usinq a 3 x 5 Index Card

When I am in a group activity, I work with group members to
discuss information, solve a problem, or work on a project.
I am a valuable member of the group.
1.

Before beginning, I ask myself:
Do I understand the directions and goal of the
activity?

2.

If I didn't understand the directions or goal of
the activity, I ask the group members.

If they

don't know, I ask the teacher to explain the
directions or goal again.
Every few minutes, I ask myself:

3.

Am I listening to the group members?
Am I helping in some way to complete the activity?
4.

Note.

At the end of the activity state what I learned.

From."Three Strategies that Enhance Participation in
Cooperative Learning Activities for Students with
Learning Disabilities,~by J. Schwenn

&

M. Goor,

1992, Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
Council of Exceptional Children, Baltimore, MD, p. 6.
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affect the group's evaluation. Another method is "contract
gradingv where the group will be graded for the amount of
work for which they take responsibil.ity. Teachers can then
average each student's grade to arrive at one group grade.
It is my opinion that successful cooperative learning
groups require much time and energy from both the teachers
and students.

Problems will occur from time to time and

effective strategies that were suggested may alleviate some
of the complications.

However, practice and experience in

engaging in cooperative learning can effectively help
achieve successful groups, but educators must be patient and
must be willing to take the time to set-up groups for the
positive experience.

Furthermore, cooperative learning

groups offer so much variety and flexibility that teachers
can adapt methods to assist handicapped children.

Another

important aspect is that if something does not work, it can
be modified or a new cooperative learning format can be
utilized almost immediately to correct the problem.

Taking

the first step to promoting cooperative learning groups in
the classroom is the hardest.

Many teachers and students,

who do not like change and are "set in their waysI1, are
adamant against new adjustments and fear failure.

Perhaps,

more inservice classes, to teach specific strategies to
incorporate cooperative learning in the classroom and teamteaching, will promote small group instruction for greater
academic and social functioning.
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METHODOLOGY
Dansereau's MURDER strategy was conducted over a period
of five school days.

To minimize the issue of administering

this project at different times of the day, (i.e. before and
after lunch) where students may be affected, this researcher
decided to deliver the strategy in the morning from 7 : 3 5 to
8:25

a.m., over a period of ten school days.

Nineteen

special education tenth grade students, either classified as
specific learning disabled or emotionally handicapped,
participated in the teaching strategy in Martin County,
Florida.

Participants
Group A, the students who were engaged in the teaching
strategy, participated in the experiment the first five
days, and group B, the students who did not participate in
the experiment, were given direct instruction methods to
learn the material presented.

Consequently, all students

participating, were enrolled in either of the two English
skills I1 ~xceptionalStudent Education classes.

The

nineteen students completed the same pretest, composed of
matching prefix and suffix roots to their meanings (see
appendix A) .
Following the pretest, the two classes were randomly
divided into two groups.

This was done to avoid the bias of

one group doing better than the other because of the time of
day or familiarity with classmates.
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Procedures
Based on research presented in the previous section,
the guidelines presented by schniedewind and Salend (1987)
were followed based on the needs of the special education
students. The researcher selected the Group Project
Format/Learning Together strategy.

Since the group would

participate in a game later in the project, a modified
version of Teams-Games-Tournament was further selected.
Rules were then established that would best fit the
classroom and were posted on the wall in the classroom along
with a handout for each group.

Before the cooperative

learning groups were established, the rules and guidelines
were reviewed by group A students.

The following is the

list of rules and guidelines presented:
1.

Each member will be assigned a job that he/she must
fulfill.

2.

Each group will know he/she have completed the
activity when each group member has completed
their job.

3.

Before a member of the group asks the teacher for
assistance, ask all other group members first.

4.

At the end of each activity, students must fill
out an evaluation form (see appendix B).

The cooperative learning groups were then formed. The
classroom was set up with desks in clusters of three and all
material was stored in a cabinet.

To protect the experiment

from any teacher biases of grouping students, groups were
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selected randomly and the same groups were used during the
entire five day process.
For each assignment, each group member took turns
performing a job of either 1. reader, 2. recorder, and 3.
The reader narrated the directions and handouts,

editor.

the recorder wrote all the answers, and the editor checked
all the work before it was handed in. All three group
members were responsible for comprehending and answering the
material.
Following each assignment, each group member filled out
an evaluation sheet so the students could reflect on the
experience and be responsible for evaluating themselves and
their group members.
The following five-day schedule was designed for group
one utilizing Dansereauls MURDER model and cooperative
learning :

Day 1:

Setting the mood to study and learn.
A.

Present a list of prefixes and suffixes to each
group.

B.

Game of Concentration. The cards have been
prepared prior to the lesson by using 3 x 5
index cards and writing the prefix or suffix
on one side of the card and its definition on
another card.

The cards were then shuffled

and then arranged spread out face down.

Each

student in the group took turns turning two
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cards over until a match was made.
C.

Each group member completed the evaluation sheet
independently when all the jobs were finished
and the assignment was handed in.

Day 2:

Reading for understanding.
A.

In each group, the reader recounted the
selection on prefixes and suffixes

(see

appendix c) .
B.

Each group completed assigned worksheets
pertaining to the reading selection
appendix d)

C.

(see

.

Each group member completed the evaluation
sheet independently when all the jobs were
completed and the assignment was handed in.

Day 3:

Recalling information.
A.

Each group prepared a crossword using words
containing prefixes and suffixes.

B.

Each group member completed the evaluation
sheet independently when all the jobs were
finished and the assignment was handed in.

Day 4:

Digesting information.
A.

Each group participated in the Root Word Game.
The game was designed as a race in which group
could match prefix and suffix roots to
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appropriate root words, and define the entire
word.

B.

Each group member completed the evaluation
sheet independently when all the jobs were
finished and the game ended.

Day 5:

Expanding knowledge.
The words made from the game conducted on day

A.

four were used to create a story in each
group.
B.

When finished, the group members studied to
prepare for the posttest.

C.

The posttest was given independently to each
student.

D.

Final evaluation forms were filled out.

The following five days contained lessons of what group
B completed using individualized workbook assignments (see

appendix d) .

Day 1: Each student was given the list of prefixes and
suffixes. The reading selection was read out loud and then
students worked independently to complete the worksheets.

Day 2:

Students independently completed worksheets.

Day 3:

Grammar book exercises were completed.
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Day 4:

Grammar book exercises were completed.

Day 5:

Teacher reviewed the assignments with the class and

students independently took the posttest.

During the teaching strategy, the researcher observed
what O'Connor
Johnson

&

learning.

&

Jenkins, 1993; Schwenn

&

Goor, 1992; and

Johnson, 1989, indicated about cooperative
The students who participated in the strategy

were more focused in the activities and there was less
disruption among students. The students who did not engage
in Dansereau's strategy, were uninvolved and less stimulated
in what they were doing.

In addition, the researcher felt

more was accomplished during the strategy and since the
activities were more student-driven, less direct teacher
instruction was needed.
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RESULTS
The subjectsf scores on the pretest and posttest are
presented in Table 4 for both groups.

Initially, the data

was explored through the use of a Person product moment
correlation matrix using the posttest scores and
participation in the strategy (l=participation and O=nonparticipation).

However, there was no significant

correlation (r=0.1006) between posttest scores and
participation in the study.
To test the study's hypothesis that predicted the
MURDER strategy would have an effect on post test
performance, a t test was used.
Table 5.

These results are shown in

Students who used the strategy scored higher

(X=24.889) than those who did not (X=23.667).

This

difference however, was not significant (t=.4046, degrees of
freedom= 15) with P=.05.
In addition, students who used the strategy averaged
higher (+14.22) between the pretest and posttest scores than
those who did not.
Although the results from this study indicated that
there was virtually no correlation between participation in
the strategy and posttest scores, the researcher still
thinks the finding that Group A scored higher between
pretest and posttest is significant because it proves that
the MURDER strategy must have had some effect on why Group A
scored higher than Group B taking into consideration that
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several biases were eliminated that could alter the
experiment mentioned in the previous section.
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Table 4
Pretest and Posttest Scores (out of a possible 40 points).

Group A
Pretest
21
11
17
8
3

8
13
3
12

Group B
Posttest
28
26
37
35
17
25
18
15
23

Pretest
15
14
14
6
10
13
21
4
6

X=24.89
X=10.67
Increase is +14.22

Posttest
23
21
25
32
25
17
29
18
23

X=11.4
X=23.67
Increase is +12.27

Table 5
T test results

Group A

N:
Mean :
Standard Deviation:
t= .4046
Degrees of Freedom=15

9
24.889
7.672

Group B

32
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CONCLUSION
Although the results of the Pearson product-moment
correlation indicated that there was no association between
the posttest scores and the type of teaching method used,
several factors may be the cause of the low correlation.
The number of subjects in each group was very low with nine
students in one group and nine students in the other.

Since

the average posttest score was slightly higher with the
group who participated in the strategy, perhaps a larger
number of subjects would impact on a greater correlation
between teaching method and a posttest score.

In addition,

many students were absent during varying aspects of the
study and missed a significant amount of the material
presented; thus this factor may have lowered their score on
the posttest.

It is also important to note that the

studentsf relationship with the researcher may have affected
their attitude upon completing the assignments in a serious
manner.

Since this experiment was conducted in the spring,

all the students were comfortable with their teacher and may
not perform to their best expectation than they might with a
stranger.

However, one might consider that the students

could perform poorly in front of a stranger, which might be
another factor in the lower test scores. The researcher was
cautious to chose the exact time of day the study was
conducted and additionally randomly selected students from
both English classes.
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Several positive effects on students who participated
in the teaching strategy were observed.

Students were more

engaged and on-task during the lessons than they have been
in the past.

There were fewer disruptions during class and

the students appeared more involved and stimulated in the
activities.

Students who participated in the teaching

strategy further utilized their communication skills at
greater length, took more risks when answering particular
questions, and questioned the material more frequently than
did the group that was teacher directed.
Based on the findings noted above, the researcher
recommends that more student-driven activities, such as the
teaching strategy described during this project, be utilized
throughout the curriculum at every grade level.

It appears

that students become more involved in assignments and there
may be less interruptions during class.

It is proposed that

more research be done on student-driven teaching strategies
that involve cooperative learning with a larger number of
subjects to investigate the relationship between teaching
method and posttest scores.
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t4ame
Part I

Matching Prefixes
a-, as in atypical

anti-, a= in antisocial
bi-, as in bicycle
dis-, as in disinterested
ex-, a s in exterior
fot-e-, as in forewat-n
il-, a s in illegal
im-, as in impt-oper
in-, as in include
mal- as in maladjusted
mis-, as in misspell
rnana-, as in rnanarai l
non-, a s in nonsmoker
post-, as in posttest
pre-, as in prehistoric
t-e-, as in replace
semi-, as in semiranscious
sub-, as in submarine
trans-, as in transatlantic
un-, as in undesirable

Part I I

after
undetnot
acrsse,
before
wrong
against
two
back, again
ane
out
not
not
inside
be+ ore
not
bad, badly
not
haPfJpart ly
not

Matching Suffixes
-able, as in capable

-at-, a s in ~aptixfat-en, a= in strengthen
-er , as in teacher
-ful, a5 in beautiful
-hood, a= in childhnad
-ing, as in skating
-ish, as in sluggish
-,
;-t,
c
as in artist
-ize, as in sanitize ,
-less,, as in childless
-like, as in childlike
-?y, a s in motherly
-merit, as in fulfillment
-ness, as in hapinecs
-or, actor
-ous, as in famaus
-5, as in cars
-ward, as in westward
-yI a s in funny

one who
in directian cf
fzll of
more than one
candition of
able "L b~
t o make, made sf
Pike
cause t o be
free from
cause t o became
one who does
full of
act ion, process
somewhat like
one w h ~
manner at- nature
condition, state
result, action
like, full of

Part I

Matching Prefixes
un-, as in undesirable
tuans-, a s in transatlantic
sub-, a s in submarine
semi-, as in semiconscious
re-, as in replace
pre-, as in prehistoric
post-, as in posttest
non-, as in nonsmoker
mono-, as in monorail
mis-, as in misspell
mal-, as in maladjusted
in-, a s in include
im-, as in improper
i 1- , as in illegal
fore-, as i n f o r ~ w a r n
ex-, as in exterior
dis-, a s in disinter-ested
bi-, as in bicycle
anti-, as in a n t i s o ~ i a l
a-, a5 in atypical

Part IT

hal-F/partly
a+ ter
bef re
n9t
aCfa55

out
undar
two
bad, badly
o ne
not
before
not
:-2 :on9
nct
ag3.inst
bark, again
not
inside
not

Hatching Suffixes
a s in f u n n y
-ward, as in L-:estward
-5, as in cars
-oL!~, a5 in famous
-or, as in actor
-ne55, as in hapines5
-merit, a s in fulfillment
-ly, a s in m o t h ~ r l y
-like, a s in childlike
- l ~ s s , as in childless
-ize, a s in sanitize
-ist, as in artist
-ish, as in sluggish
-ing, a s in skating
-bond?. as in childhood
-ful, a5 in beautiful
-erg as in teacher
-en, as in strenqthen
at^, as in captivate
-able, a s in capable
-y,

..

i ;k.

, .,E

frill of
one who
manner ot- nature
free from
in direction of
action, procecs
cause t n be
one who
condition o f
somewhat 1 ik e
like, full of
more than one
t o make, made of
result, action,
able to be
cause t o hecome
one who does
full a+
condition, state
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EVALUATION SHEET

1. What did group members do t o help the group reach its
goal?

2. What didn't
its goal'?

the group membet-5 do t o help the group reach

3.

What will he done difierently next time?

4.

What did you learn from this assignment?

5. Grade yourself and each member and explain why everyone
earned the grades you gave.
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APPENDIX C
PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES PRESENTED

WOI-cls-Their Parts and Pieces
When you were growing up, you he:ud many new words all the time. Learning [llese
new words helped you to do a betterjob o l making yourself understood. As yo11
continue to come :lcross new words-in rending :md in conversation-you will W:III~
to understand tllese words and learn how lo use them. Using teclltliques for le:~rning
new words will IleIp ~ O Lwith
I
your speaking and writing.

One of the first techniques that we le:u-n is to break a word into srn~lller
puts. The very smnllest p u t or uliit of a word that cannot be divided into
independent or meaningful parts is called a rnor~)l~err~e.
A morphet?le car1
be a real word or a piece of a word. For example, in the word goir.lg, gois one morpheme and -itzg is another. As you can see, go can be used
alone; and while -ins cannot, i t changes the meanihg of the word go when
joined 10it. 111contrast, the word 1,est has no independent parts-Des- carillol be used
-r. Therefore, the word 6e~tis in itself a morpl~erne.
alone, ;lnd ~lejll~ercan
' I

i

Prefixes and Sullifixcs
Any given word may Iiave three parts-[lie origin:il or rob1 word, a p~.efix,or o
suffix. A prefi is a letter or group or letters ndded to the Degir~ningof :I word to
change its meaning. A suuflx is a letter or group of letters added to the end of :I word to
change its meaning. Each prefix or suffix has its own n~eaning.For exnnlple, if you

: i ; i i i i z ~ : c~~m ~
m ~~,; ,
; sn~~ i;~y~g ~
~ ~, c
~ ; ~ # p:'I ::::::
;g~,~~x,~
....'..~..........
;. ....;,...............:.......::::::;:*::
..... ;;...." '"''''. ' ,
..,:.:.:.::2;::::tx::41;:;::;II
;:;:::::::
:..:.:.,;>./Ij:/Ij.."
.........:.:..........,..,,,,,,:.:,:::::i:i:iii;<;
::/Ij::/Ij::..:jj:.;:j:i'i::::i:i::..i:.i:.i:.i:i:.
.'.::.:...:::::,
.':,;:: ......"':"..'~...~.....
..........................................................
:ii;:ii3iiiiii~'i2jilil~:~:::::::::~:::::~;~:;~::;;~;I;;;;~/i/i~/i':ii;
............. .: ..:.:.:.:.:...::.:.:. ':'... ..,...... . .::::::.,
; : : : ~ . :.::.'
: ::::x:".'
: :s~
':j:jjj<rij:::::
: : : : : : : : : ::.:.::,:::
: 8 ; : I::,:: : j x : : '::::.z
~:::::y,~
..:.:.:.:.:::.:.:i::.2::;:;:~j/j::::'i
:9:,,F::,.:
:
:
.,.,.,.,.,,.. ,., ,,, ,,, .2,,,,,
;:,, ,,:,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,.,,
.::=
, . ...

-

'

;:j:;.:j;<~j:;j~:;j~;:~;jI:j~:*:.,.....
*::~>:;<,:;::.:?:.......
~<!:
:~jj;~;~iii'ii'ii'~jj:':ijj~jj~I,:IIII,~~j~~;f;ji::ii~~~~~jj~jjjjjI/~;jjjj:;jj:j;~;jjj~:jjjjjjjjjjj;j:j:j~j~;;;Ij:;j:II~~~jjjjj~jj~;~;:.:~j:~~~~jjj/jj.;~~
......
, ..>
>:.:....
.....
....,.,.,...,
:.:...:.:.:.:.;:;:~;:.j;:,.,....,

Prefix.. Me;~ning
(I-

atlli6;dis.ex-

-

fore-

ilLtr-

inr intrn-

T:x:~~nl)le

not
:1fypic;11
against
snlisr~ci:~l
two or twice
b ifoc:~l
opposite of: not
tlisincerested
out
exterior
before
forewarn
not
illeg:~l
not
improper
inside or within: not inclutle
between
intercontincnt:~I
within
i~ltr:~sf:~tc

I'vcfix

. ....... ..... .

. ..,.......,....,.....,.,......,,.....,...:: ....:.:.:....... .,, .,

Me;~ning

bad: badly
ttlniwrong
ttristt~ot~o- one
not
trunpostpre-

rcsunrisrrbImtls1111-

after

before
back: again
half: partly
under
across
not; opposite of

Ex:~~npIe
ni:~lforni

rr~ispl:~ce
nio~lor:~il
nonsnioker
post lest
pref;~b
repl:~ce

sc~i~ico~~scious
s~~b~ii:~rit~e
tr:~~is:~tI:ttitic
uribelicvt~ble

add tile prefix un- to a word, it nienns nor plus the meaning of the root word. If you
add the suffix $11 to a word, it adds.firl1of to the root word meaning. Solnetimes,
both a prefix and a suffix are ndclcd to one root word. If you add the prefix rrn- (not)
and the suffix able (able to be or do) ro the root word tilink, you get the word
~tntl~inknhle-nor able to he rlmr~ghrnborrt.
Prefixes and suffixes can bc very uscrul clues to the meaning of words. Study tile lists
of commonly used prefixes and suffixes on the previous page and below.

-able
-ole
-rn
-encc

-er
$1
-hood
-

-i.rh
-

. -ize

able to be

free (tom: wilhouf

c a u s e fo b e c o m e
l o m a k e : m a d e of
s l a l e or quality of
one who

like
llke In m a n n e r or n a l u r e
resull: a c l i o n
condition of
one w h o
full 01
more lhun o n e
s l a t e of or condillon of
a c t i o n or s t o l e
In I h e direction of

tr:~in:~l~lc
-1er.r
acliv:~fc
-like
s~rcnafflcr~
-ly
ohcrliclicc
-men/
tcacl~cr
-new
lull of
hc:tuiif~zl
-or
condition or s t a l e of c i ~ i l r ~ ~ ~ r w < ~-oils
a d i o n or p r o c e s s
sknli~rg
-S
s o m e w h o l lik!
slrr~pish
-ship
one w h o doesor uses a r ~ i s i
-/;on
qualily
sanily
-uwd
cause t o be
coniprr~crizc
-y

like: full of

~vorll~lcss
cl~ildlike
niotl~crly
wondcrrncnl
happiness
actor
hrnolrs
cars
intcrnsl~ip
ntfcnlion
wcsl~varrl
sunny
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*!Am -*1 *Y

avrx ~F*~rn'+

-

dcteniiine tlie meaning of the bold word in cach
sentence below. Circle the letter of each correct choice.

Ex. "Anna is displeased" means that
L

Anna is not pleased.
b. Anna is sometimes pleased.

6

1. "Jody is careful" means that

a. Jody takes :I lot of care.
b. Jody takes c x e of others.

2. "To prepay" means to
a. pay in advance.
b. pay afterwards.

,

3. "1-95 is an interstate road" means that
a. it is only in one state.
b. i t goes between states.

'

4. "Susan rechecked her paper" means that

a. Susan checked her paper again.
b. Susan did not check her paper.

5. "Harold shows kindness to anirnals" means lliat
a: FIarold has land animals.
b. Harold is kind to animals.

6. "You are unemployed" fieans that
a. you are not employed.
b. you are employed again.

7. "TObe faullless" means
a. to be without fault.

b. to be full of fault.

8. "Mary's work is inaccurate" means that
a. Mii~y'swork is not accurate.
b. Mary's work is always accurate.

9. "John's explanation is illogical" means that
a. John's explanation is beyond the logical.
b. John's explanation is not logical,
10. "Joan is a scientist" means that
a. Joan studies science.
b. Joan dislikes science.

s r ; l ~ r b ~ Wlo~v.
&
1 Inen, choose tlle bcst definition for the

bold word. Circle the lelter of each correct choice.
1. John has the 3uthorif.y to'gign all contr:lcts.

L

a.
b.
c.
d.

policy
power
wealth
success

2. The other party guests wondered why M:lri:~was being unfriendly.
- .
a. friendly
.b. antisocial
.c. excited
3
d. violent

3. I-Ie wanted to motorize his bicycle.
a.
b.
c.
d.

put a model on
put a sticker on
put an engine on
put a tra1'1 er on

4. That statement is unfounded and totally r~nfrne.
a.
b.
c.
d.

believable
impossible
not tnle
possible

5. Her vitality helped''herto get li~otjob.
a.
b.
c.
d.

arclitude
experience
intelligence
energy

9

6. Man's first walk on the moon was a magnificent occurrence.
a.
b.
. c.
d.

event
example
surprise
policy

7. M:~nypeople in this world are dyi~igof starvalionx
a. the results of starving
b, indulging in food
C. excess
d. indulging in excess

8. I like my salad in wooden bowls.
a, plastic container
b. williorlt dressing
c. made of wood
d. rlnss

Construction must follow standards set by the state of ~lorida.
.

a.
b.
c.
d.

,

.

,

samples
dates
requirements
plans

The prefix sub- means:

a.
b.
c.
d.

before
after
above
below

Our investigation shows b a t substandard housing exists in this c
a. traditional

b. cheap
c. unacceptable
d. excellent
The acidity of the onnge juice made it taste bad.
a. sweetness
b. amount
C. texture.,
d. sourness
.. .

Identification
Match the words with the definitions below. (Use the
prefix meaning as a clue to the definition.) Write the
correct word on the line in front of its definition, and
circle the prefix.

~&fl&&'f&
..:$*~..),
,,pjp>,:, .,>,>,p*<,L

atypical
imperfect
monorail
replace
undress

bicycle
interstate
postgraduate
submarine
unknown

Ex.

illegal
misspellet1
prehistoric
transatlantic
unnecessary

not nornial or common

1. across the Atlantic Ocean
2. that which is not known
.

.

3. spelled wrong

4. alter graduation

5. put back in place

6. that which is not perfect
:..

7. vehicle with two n ~ m w
tires and foot puials
a

8. to take off clothing

9. not allowed by law
10. vellicle that rides on one rail
1 1. ktween two or more states
12. a ship that can travel under water

13. not necessary
14. before recorded history

#..:,$+:! ~...y &+ .#. !h.s,v
' f b $:..5+d$3

Match Ihe words with the definitions below. (Use tile
suffix meaning as a clue to the definition.) W~itethe
correct word on the line in front of its definition, :md
circle the suffix.
actor
developn~ent
playful
sightless
towering

Ex.

&&

brealcnble
hairless
rapidly
sigl~tseeing
volu~itcer

cloucly
11clple.s
sickly
tourist
~vallccr

full ofclouds
1. very tall
2. one who volunteers

3. one wlio acts

3

4. full of play

5. without hair

6. to liappen quickly

'

7. houses or other buildings built or1 ermpty land

8. not strong; not liealliiy
9. not able to l~elponeself

10. blirid
11. easy to break
12. person tnveling for pleasure

13. going around to see objects or places of
intercst
14. one wlio walks

Multiple choice

d!~#&p

CJ~oosethe k s t definition for fie bold word in each
sentence below. Circle the lctter of each correct choice.
. .

1. Winning the football conference created 3.fceling of accomplishment for the

team.
a. achievement
b. solution
c. association
d. resistance

2. The rent on the apartment must be prepaid before you are given the key.
a.
b.
c.
d.

pdd monthly
paid in advance
paid by check
paid independently

3. Wood's corltiacts were inaccurate.
a. complicated
b. usually accurate
c. very accurate
d. not accurate

4. Reggie received an inframr~scularinjury during the last bascl~;~ll
g:lnic.
..

a.
b.
c.
d.

within the muscle
beneath the muscle
across [lie muscle
outside [lie muscle

!,

5. The directions said to moislrlrixe the cotton ball.
a. scorch
b. ink
c. alert
d. dampen

6. The postn1:ln had a physical checkup annually.
a.
b.
c.
d.

twice a year
every month
every yenr
every two years

'

a.
b.
c.
d.

expensive
new looking
unattractive
bad smelling

8. The transconlinental cable was repaired last May.
a. within the continent

b. across the continent
.c. under the continent
d. between tlie continent

9. The pregame pep n~llywas held at 2:30 p.m. in the gym.
a.
b.
c.
d.

against the game
during the game
after tlie game
before the game

10. The United States exports food to many countries.
a.
b.
c.
d.

makes clear
sends out
tries out
joins togetlier

11. The employees of the factory were tlismiswtl.
.:. .

a.
b.
c.
d.

sent to work
sent away
sent for mining
sent within

12. Many students wanted ;I paper published birnontlily.

a.
b.
c.
d.

every two months
every two days
twice a nionth
three times a month

13. Nora enjoyed reading the forcword to tlie book.

a.
b.
c.
d.

before the rest of the book
after the rest of h e book
in the middle of the book
last chapter of the book

14. Stan thought his best friend's furniture was mismatched.
a. perfectly matched
b, in need of rep$ir
c. not matched
d. old

PRACTICE A
Copy each prefix below. Thcn write two words that contain the
prefix. You may use a dictio'nary. Use one of the words in a written
sentence of your own.
Example: sernisaiuiseiiricircle
+
setrri/~rivnte
Wheiz Uizcle Arthi{r tuas iiz the hospital, he knd n
seiiiiprivtrtc rootir.

1. re2.
3.
4.
5.

6. anti7. pro8. ex9. trans10. com-

interimsupersub-

PRACTICE B
Combine each word below with the suffix that follows it, to
make a new word. Then use the new word in a sentencc of your
own. If you are not sure of the spelling or meariitlg of the new
word, checlc the dictionary.

+

Example:

nation
nl
i7ntioiinl
T/7e iinfiotinl niitl~etiiof t l ~ eUtlited Stares is "Tl7e
Stnr-Spni7glcd Dnriirer."

1. shcere + ly
2. novel
ist

+

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

wonderl+ ful
like
~ble
lazy -t ness
reck
less
carry
age
govern
lnent
mystery
ous
free -I-dom

+

+
+
+
+

.

,

Try Your Skill Many of t l ~ ewords below have 111-el'ixes.
Solne do not. Fol- each word that has a p~afis,write tlie
~neaniilgof the prefix plus the 1);lst: word. For ex:~~liple,
for the
word retype you would write: again
type.

+

1. misfit
6. f0rcig11
11.
2. iiil-erstate
7. replay
12.
3. ~-e;ltly
8. no1.1~
13.
4. 1.escllcc111le 9.ext l.;ilcg;ll
14.
5. foresee
10. ~nise~-al)le 15.

~ l o ~ i ~ve~ c t i
~nisfort~~~~e
cxt~-ase~~so~-y
f'orc~.~lli~ic~.
return

Try Your Skill N l ~ l ~ ~ y\ )oc ~r p;~l)cs
~r
l'ro111 1 to 16. pilid ill^
w~)l.dI)c]~,w.'fien w r i l c t 1 1 base
~
won1 ;urd
s,l['fis in
nlcaning of tile
['or e;lcl~word.
ess~nple,f o r lllc
sellsiblcp l 1 w~)lll(lwritc: scllsc -t h;lvi~lgillis (11lolity.
driver
9. ~ l a m o r o r ~ s
~lcid~less
10. ivitit(;r
r~sel'r~l
11. g e l l l l c ~ l c ~ ~
falllous
12. retur~la\)lc:
5, j l n l ~ ~ ~ ~ c l > j13.
~ l >director
t
6. taxallle
14. (lor~\)tSril
7. olxx\tor
15. s t r ~ d i o ~ ~ s
8. t l l o t ~ g I l t I c ~ ~ 1(j. [~I;\I\\<S~II

1.
2.
3.
4.

D. .,:rVTa~iy
of Ilic \\lorcls i l l Ilic follo\\~irlglisl Iilay l)c ~ u i f ; ~ ~ ~ l1-0
i l iyou.
ar

o 1y o 1 1 o I I
o l c c i ~ i l~ ec i i e ~ ~ i ~O i Ig I s ~ 1 1 i i t
yo^^ 11avcIc;~r~icd
i l l ll~is
c11aj)Icr.IJsc c:lcll \\.ortl i l l a scnl.ciicc Lllal- sliows
yorlr r ~ ~ ~ t l c ~ ~ s Iofa ~L11c
~ t l~i~c;~liirlg
i r ~ g of Ilic \\,ortl. ' 1 ' 1 1 ~ 1 1c11eck vor~rLISC
01: i ~ l c\\port1 \\d111[ I I C (Iic[ioll;l~yc~c~il~itiol~s.
1

- -- ..
A. Dctcrmillc tlie mcani~igof tlic prclis in each nord l)clo\\r. Tf ncccssarji, rclcr to 1 . 1 1 list
~ o f l~rcfiscson p:igcs 2. ; i ~ i t l3. 'l'r\z to t l e ~ c r ~ it11c
~i~~c
~iical~illg
of cacl~n.ol.tl 1))- atlrling t l ~ Ic ~ ~ C ; I I Iof~ II-11c
I ~ 1)rcfis to I11c ~iic:i~ii ~ of~ lgl ~ root.
c
.

. . I

.

. ..

.

.

. ...

v.

I . retype

6. ~ i ~ l r : ~ \ ~ c l
7. l)roagrc!c~i~c~l
t
8. tr:ii~scaltu~.al
9. rcsI.atc

2. tr:l~~soccar~ic
' 3 sul~crso~~ic
4. u ~ ~ f a s t c l i
5. p r o - A ~ ~ ~ c r i c a10.
~ ~ t1isclnl)nrk

I

I . i~igc~lius
12. supcrpo\vcr
1 3 i111p"tic11t
1-t. inorganic
15. disrcg;ird

'

